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 Recognising small-scale folds 
in outcrop or core is generally
easy

 Recognising folds that are 
bigger than the scale of 
observation (core, outcrop, or 
mine) can be easy if the folds 
are:
 moderately open
 moderately upright

 or bedding is continuous

The Problem
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Example location suppressed



 Can you see the folds in these images?

But sometimes it is hard!
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 Can you see the folds in these images?

But sometimes it is hard!
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 The vergence changes

How did we know folds were there?
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 i.e. the sense of asymmetry of the 
small scale folds changes



 Can use either the sense of asymmetry of small-scale folds or the sense of 
closure from bedding-cleavage relationships
 They tell you the same thing

 Vergence only tells you whether the next fold is an antiform or synform
 It doesn’t tell you how far away that next fold is – that comes from mapping

In this case: Using vergence
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We know the orientation (axis, axial 
plane) of the larger folds of this 
generation from the orientation of 
the small scale folds in any outcrop



 The concept of vergence originally referred to the sense of overturning of folds 
beneath thrust nappes in the European Alps

What is vergence?
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 “Vergenz” was the sense of overturning of 
asymmetric folds and that sense was said to 
show the vergence or movement direction of 
the thrust

 In its modern usage, vergence is  used to 
describe the asymmetry of any fold, whether or 
not it is thrust-related
 Using the same sense of overturning definition, the 

vergence direction points toward the next antiform

 Vergence can be described in terms of:
 A direction
 A sense of rotation (clockwise, dextral, etc)
 An S or Z  shape (& M in fold hinges)

 Note that the second two depend on the 
viewing direction and can be ambiguous



 Can you see all the folds in the map
 Can you see the fold in this set of continuous core (down is EOH)?

Another example
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Case history: location suppressed

Bedding dips in the same 
direction across the area



 Overturned bedding symbols show reversals in stratigraphic facing!
 Reversal of younging direction in core indicate fold hinges!

How did we know folds were there?
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Younging 
direction: the 
direction toward 
the stratigraphic 
top of beds

Hinge

Case history: location suppressed



 In this instance (location suppressed) the rocks are distal turbidite 
metasiltstone
 contain abundant graded bedding (graded from coarse silt to fine mudstone)

How did we know the younging 
direction?
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turbidite cycles

fine-grained metapelite

graded grainsize interval

‘sole markings’ on base of beds

coarse silt/fine grained sandstone

sharp contact with base of next cycle

direction of stratigraphic younging

(or stratigraphic facing direction)

top of bed

bottom of bed

We will explore the range of 
younging criteria in the next module



 To understand what 
vergence, younging, 
and facing mean we 
have to understand  
the relationship 
between folds and 
map patterns

 Important concepts:
 Axial plane (or axial surface)
 Fold nose (or fold closure )
 Fold crest (or fold trough)
 Axial trace 
 Crestal trace

 Axial trace and crestal 
trace are only 
coincident when the 
folds are upright

Some definitions
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Fold crest: the highest 
point in a fold
In maps the fold crest 
coincides with the 
fold nose.

Crestal trace: Note, in 
inclined folds this is 
not the axial plane
(although it may not be 
too different from the axial 
plane)

Fold trough: the 
lowest point in a fold

Axial trace: Is not quite 
the line that passes 
through fold noses in 
inclined folds.



 Normally the difference between axial 
trace and crestal trace are irrelevant –
unless you are defining a drill target!

Fold orientation is critical
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Targets: recumbent fold hinges

 1st try was unsuccessful as 
they targeted the crestal trace, 
not the axial trace

 This is the axial trace where 
the drill holes should have 
been sited to intersect the fold 
hinge



More on fold orientation
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Horizontal 
upright

Plunging
upright

Vertical

Reclined
Plunging
inclined

Horizontal
inclined

 Upright folds (i.e. vertical axial 
planes) are the only folds in which 
there is no difference between the 
axial plane and the crestal plane 
on maps

 Reclined and recumbent folds 
present extreme relationships that 
appear to defy logic:
 In both, the orientation of bedding 

in the fold hinge is vertical
 Map unit thicknesses are thinnest 

in the hinge
 In reclined folds the fold hinge is 

perpendicular to the strike of the 
axial plane



 The only true shape of a fold is the fold profile
 Found in the plane perpendicular to the hinge (i.e. to the fold axis)
 All other 2D surfaces, such as maps and sections, show distorted 

views of the fold

Fold profiles
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1. Cross-sections (or drill sections) 
designed to show the fold shape 
need to be constructed as close to 
parallel to the profile plane as 
possible

2. The best choice of vertical section 
will in general be the one 
perpendicular to the fold axes

3. If folds plunge >45° then the plan 
view (map view) of the structure is 
the least distorted



 If showing the fold shape is your aim:
 Choose section lines perpendicular to the 

fold hinge 
 NOT perpendicular to the strike of the axial 

plane 
 unless the fold axis trend is parallel to the 

strike of the axial plane 

Choosing a section line
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Reclined folds are moderately common 
and require particular care…



 Reclined folds are in an orientation that can create some angst 
in visualisation and section drawing

Sections in reclined folds
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 Consider section lines AB 
and XY:
 XY is perpendicular to the 

trace of the axial plane
 and shows no fold structure at 

all!!

 AB is perpendicular to 
the fold hinge and at 
least shows the folded 
shape
 Although it is distorted



 Reclined and recumbent folds are neutral 
folds
 That is, they don’t have distinct antiforms

and synforms
 So vergence definitions have to adapt

 Instead of vergence being a direction 
toward the adjacent antiform, the sense of 
closure is now clockwise or anticlockwise
(or dextral and sinistral) 

Vergence in reclined folds
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In the FeQuad example, coloured clockwise and 
anticlockwise vergence symbols were initially used. 
Later these were replaced by direction arrows 
(green for clockwise; red for anticlockwise), which 
were easier to plot. 
The vergence arrows point toward the next 
clockwise closure in this example.  



 No!
 Not if the larger fold 

is not of the same 
generation as the 
local folds or 
cleavage

 Unlike younging, 
vergence will only 
reverse completely 
across folds of the 
same generation

Does vergence always define a fold?
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Younging reversal shows folds 
exist, but, except locally near the 
hinges, the vergence of the small-
scale structures doesn’t change
 Small-scale folds with the 

‘wrong’ sense of vergence 
relative to the next fold hinge 
is one indication that multiple 
generations are present 

The Lamego prospect in the 
Fe Quad lies in the hinge of a 
tight fold that is earlier than 
the dominant local cleavage 
used to define vergence.
The vergence does not 
change across the fold



The difference between:
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 Younging:
 The direction toward the next synclinal fold crest or 

crestal surface of any generation

 Vergence: 
 The direction toward the next antiformal hinge of the 

same generation
 When using arrow symbols on a map, it is commonly 

more useful to reverse the vergence direction and point 
to the next synformal hinge
 No name for it. I call it ‘antivergence’
 It makes it easier to compare with arrows used to denote 

the younging direction
 That is, ‘antivergence points to the next synform; 

younging points to the next syncline

 Stratigraphic facing:
 Whether bedding is right-way-up or overturned

 Occurs on the steep limb at some point past the axial surface
 Shown by overturned and RWU strike/dip symbols on maps



 No! These refer to different 
things

 Younging directions point to the next 
syncline; hence younging can show 
whether a fold is an anticline or syncline; 
not whether it is an antiform or 
synform. 

 Vergence does the reverse; it can show 
antiforms and synforms, but cannot tell 
you whether these folds are anticlines or 
synclines. 

Is an anticline always an antiform?
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Fold names
 Antiform/synform refer to 

whether the fold is convex up or 
convex down

 Anticline/syncline refer to 
whether the units in the inner 
core of the fold are older or 
younger than the units on the 
outer part of the fold

 Antiform/synform are structural terms; 
anticline/syncline are stratigraphic terms



 The direction of 
younging in the 
axial plane 
perpendicular to 
the fold hinge
 Pink dashed arrow

Fold facing
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Triassic
Permian

synform
syncline

antiform
syncline

antiform
anticline

synform
anticline

Downward facing folds in a vertical cliff face. Such folds have to 
postdate the first generation of folds in an area, and those first folds 
have to be recumbent, reclined, or very strongly inclined



Case history removed

Younging in Exploration
Case history 1
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Case history removed

Younging in Exploration
Case history 1
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Case history removed

Younging in Exploration
Case history 1
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 Fold hinges plunge parallel to the dip of the axial plane
 Therefore axes trend perpendicular to strike of axial plane
 Vertical sections drawn perp to axial plane see no fold 

closure – just multiple limb intersections
 And that is what they see at this prospect

 Vertical sections drawn parallel to trace of axial plane do see 
a closure – but it is still a distorted view of the fold

 The steeper the plunge the more distorted is the apparent 
fold shape in a vertical section

A quick recap of reclined folds
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 If rocks have a good cleavage crossing bedding then chances are they 
are folded

 Fold axes are the only projection axis in town if you want to examine 
the geometry

 If you want to see a profile view of a fold then view it down-plunge

The mistake was to forget about fold 
axes
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 Stand where I 
am taking this 
photo – NOT 
where this 
person is 
standing



Viewing the data down-plunge
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Case history removed



Effect on drilling strategy
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Case history removed



The 60° plunge of the folds in Case History 1 is also 
an extreme example of how data has to be projected 
from drill string onto drill sections
 In folded rocks, fold axes are the ONLY direction that 

layer-related data can be projected

Folded rocks in drill sections
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Drill strings shown along 
five drill sections. If folds 
plunged at 60° in this 
project, then the contact 
shown in the drill string 
at X would appear in the 
drill section at X’. Not at 
location Y.

Point A in the section 
would project to A’ in the 
adjacent section; not to B

 Data in drill strings (such as contacts) 
commonly lie off the section plane.

 Common practice is to simply project such 
data orthogonally onto the drill-section
 That is, horizontally, and perpendicular to 

the section.

 In folded areas this is entirely incorrect -
unless the fold axes are horizontal and 
orthogonal to the section

X

X’

Y

 It becomes even more critical 
when projecting between sections

A

A’

B



Younging in Exploration
Case history 2
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Case history removed



Younging in Exploration
Case history 2
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Case history removed



 To solve the problem:
1. Map the area

But how? The whole area is a sea of monotonous siltstone with no distinctive 
mappable units!

2. Flood the area with as many observations of bedding, younging, 
vergence, and fold axes as possible

Younging in Exploration
Case history 2
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Case history removed



Construct form-line maps
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 Need lots of outcrop 
orientation measurements

 Use younging and 
vergence to help define 
the location of fold 
closures

Note: This technique produces a pseudo-map – it 
does not identify  faults easily. It does not 
represent fold layer shapes easily. But it does give 
a good view of the general folded structure 

Case 
history 
removed



 At every outcrop where both vergence and younging could be 
determined, the vergence tells you the sense of closure of the next 
fold, and the younging tells you the facing of that fold

Fold facing: the key tool
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At this outcrop, the vergence shows 
that we have anticlockwise sense of 
fold closure. 
The beds are overturned (younging 
downward), so if we were able to see 
the fold closure on either side their 
facing facing direction along the axial 
plane would be to the lower right as 
we look at this image. 
In maps this fold facing can be 
plotted as a younging arrow pointing 
along the strike of the axial planes
e.g. the large green arrows in this image

 That is, the direction of younging along the axial plane of the fold



 In areas that have only been deformed once, although younging 
directions change across every fold, fold facing always is in one 
direction – upwards

Fold facing reversals
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 If fold facing reverses then the 
downward facing folds  must be on 
the lower limb of an extremely 
overturned fold 

 If the scale of downward facing is 
regional then the scale of the earlier 
folds is regional
 That is, nappe-like



Fold facing in the FeQuad
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Case history removed



Exploration implications
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Case history removed



Postscript: taking it further
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Case history removed
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